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LBGISLATIYB RBYIBW
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION
OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
PRBAMBLB
This agreement entered into by and between the TOWN OF
AMHERST, ERIE COUNTY, NEW YORK and the AMHERST POLICE CLUB, INC.
for the purpose of establishing for those employees covered by
this agreement equitable and uniform wage rates and working
conditions compatible with joint responsibilities of the Town and
its employees to serve the publ ic. It shall be the further
purpose of this agreement of the parties to promote the highest
degree of effectiveness in the conduct of the Town's services.
WITHBSSBTB
It is mutually agreed and understood that this agreement
is made and executed pursuant to the Public Employees Fair
Employment Act, Article 14 of the Civil Service Law of the State
of New York, as now is in effect and as may hereinafter
I
be
amended from time to time, and also pursuant to the provisions of
the Local Laws of the Town of Amherst.
For purposes of this agreement, the parties hereto shall
be hereinafter referred to as follows:
(a) Town of Amherst, "Town"
(b) Amherst Police Club, Inc., "Club"
ARTICLB 1
RBCOGNITIOH
The Town hereby recognizes the Club as the exclusive
bargaining agent for all Police Officers in the Town except the
Chief of Police and Assistant Chief of Police.
The Club agr~es that it will not interfere with, coerce or
intimidate any employee into joining the Club. The Club
recognizes that no employee is required to join the Club but that
every employee has the right to choose of his own free will as to
whether or not he will or will not j~in the Club.
The Tqwn agrees that it will not interfere with, coerce or
intimidate any employee because of his membership in the Club.
ARTICLB 2
MANAGBMBNT
Without limitations upon the exercise of its statutory
powers, duties and responsibilities, except as herein
specifically provided to the contrary, the Town Board and
Department Heads shall have the unquestioned right to exercise
all normally accepted management prerogatives subject to the
grievance procedure hereinafter provided, including:
A. Subject to the provisions of the Civil Service Law of
the State of New York and such rules as the personnel officer of
the County of Erie may adopt and make applicable to the Town, to
appoint such employees as it may require for the performance of
its duties, fix and determine their qualifications, duties, job
titles and compensation, to suspend, discharge, discipline,
promote, demote or transfer or release employees because of lack
of work or for other proper and legitimate reasons.
B. The right to fix operating and personnel schedules,
determine work loads, arrange transfers, order new work
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assignments and issue any other order or directive intended to
carry out the managerial responsibilities and duties imposed upon
the Town officials by law.
ARTICLB 3
MANAGBMBNT'S RBSPONSIBILITIBS
A. Equality of Opportunity. It is agreed by the Town,
the Department and the Police Club that the Town is obligated
legally and morally, to provide equality of opportunity,
consideration and treatment of all members employed by the
Department in all phases of the employment process.
B. Labor Organization. The Town will not aid, promote or
finance any labor group or organization purporting to engage in
collective bargaining or make any agreements with any such group
or organization which would violate any rights of the Club under
this contract.
C. Discrimination. The Town shall not discriminate in
regard to employment or .conditions of employment in order to
encourage or discourage membership in a labor organization. The
Town shall not discriminate against any employee because he has
given testimony or taken part in any grievance procedure or other
hearings, negotiations or conferences as part of the labor
organization recognized under the terms of this agreement.
D. Meetinqs, Etc. The Town or Chief shall not refuse to
meet, negotiate or confer on proper matters with representatives
of the Club as. set forth in this agreement.
E. Fair and Impartial. The Town shall so administer its
obligations under this agreement in a manner which will be fair
and impartial to all employees and shall not discriminate against
any employee by reason of sex, nationality, race or creed.
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Service procedures shall be pursuant to the Rules for the
Classified Civil Service for the County of Erie and the
provisions of the laws of the State of New York, unless
stipulated to the con,trary in this contract.
ARTICLB 4
DISAFFIRMBNT OF RIGHT TO STRIKS
The Club affirms that', it does not and will not assert the
right to strike or to engage in other stoppage of work or slow
down by its members against the Town, nor to assist or
participate in any such acts, nor to advise, urge or impose upon
its members an obligation to conduct, assist or participate in
such a strike or other acts as herein defined.
In the event that the Club or any of its members shall
violate any of the provis~ons of this section, the Club or its
said members shall be subject to all the penalties authorized by
law.
ARTICLB 5
CIVIL SBRVICB PROCBDURBS
Appointment, promotion, transfer, reinstatement,
probation, disciplinary action, retirement and other Civil
ARTICLB 6
POLICB CLUB
A. Check Off. The Town agrees to accept and honor signed
payroll deduction forms which read as follows:
-4- \
AUTHORIZATION TO CHBCK-OFF OHION DUBS
TO: TOWN OF AMHERST
I hereby assign to the Amherst Police Club, Inc. and
authorize you to deduct from wages hereafter earned while
this authorization remains in effect, an initiation fee
amounting to $
amounting to $
and membership dues and assessments
per month (or the amount certified
by the Town by the Club treasurer in accordance with its
By-Laws).
bi-monthly.
This deduction shall be taken from the pay
This sum shall be paid over to the treasurer
of the Amherst Police Club, Inc. within ten days after the
last deduction of each month.
The authorization may be terminated by me at any time
by giving you thirty (30) days notice in writing and sent
by certified mail.
Employee's Signature
Ident. No. Date
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B. Change in Working Methods or Conditions. The Town
shall notify the Club at least seven days in advance, of any
change in working methods or working conditions, except where
such change is required because of an emergency or major disaster
over which the Town has no control.
C. New Classifications. The Town agrees that in the
event it establishes new classifications, it will furnish the
Club with the new job descriptions.
D. Monthly Meetings. The Club shall be allowed to use
the Police Conference Room in Police Headquarters for monthly
meetings, if scheduled in advance, at no cost to the Club.
E. Storage of Equipment. The Club shall be allowed to
store ordinary and necessary Club equipment, including a filing
cabinet, at no cost to the Club, with permission of the Chief of
Police.
F. Bulletin Boards. The Club shall have the right to
post notices and communications upon the bulletin boards
maintained in the locker room of Police Headquarters. The
material posted shall be restricted to union business and will
not contain salacious or non-union political material.
G. Meetings. Up to ten (10) representatives of the Club
who are designated to represent the police officers shall have
the right to attend the Police Conference state-wide convention,
with no loss of pay and not to exceed five (5) days per year.
Work schedules and days off will remain the same.
The foregoing designation of Police Officers will be done
in a manner to insure that no more than twenty percent (20%) of
the complement of each of the Traffic and Detective Divisions
shall be selected. On or about January 31 of each year, the Club
shall furnish the Chief of Police with a tentative list of
officers proposed to be designated to attend the Police
Conference.
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K. Annual Police Ball. The Club shall have the right to
conduct an annual Police Ball and present awards to their choice
of outstanding officers of the the year at said Ball. The Club
H. 1. Police Conference Monthly Meeting. Two (2)
r.epresentatives of the Police Club shall be allowed to attend
meetings of the Police Conference on a frequency of once a month
during the legislative session for a period of not to exceed
three (3) days, with no loss of pay.
2. National Association of Police Organizations. Two
(2) representatives of the Police Club shall be allowed to attend
the annual convention once a year for a period not to exceed
seven (7) days, with no loss of pay. The Club President or his
designee shall be allowed to attend any other seminars or
legislative meetings not to exceed three (3) days for each
meeting, with no loss of pay.
3. Western New York Police Association, Inc. Any
club member, who holds an executive office with the Western New
York Police Association, Inc. may attend any and all meetings of
this organization with no loss of pay.
Club President and Vice President Excused. The Club1.
p'cesident and vice president shall be excused from duty, with
pay, to attend any and all Amherst Police Club, Inc. meetings so
that they may rightfully represent their membership.
J. Police Club Executive Board Members. Sufficient
Police Club Executive Board members to constitute a quorum shall
b(~ excused from duty, with no loss of pay, to attend Executive
Board special and regular Club meetings so long as it does not
seriously affect the operation of the Department, as determined
by the Chief of Police. Seven (7) days advance notice will be
given the Department whenever possible.
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president and vice president will be excused from duty with pay
to attend said Ball.
L. Negotiations. For the purpose of negotiating renewals
or extensions of this collective bargaining agreement, the Town
agrees to continue its practice of allowing up to five (5)
officers time off from duty, upon reasonable advance notice to
the department, for the purpose of attending and participating in
negotiating sessions. In addition, ~ maximum of twenty-four (24)
hours shall be allowed to the negotiation committee, upon
reasonable advance notice to the department, in the three (3)
month period prior to the actual commencement of negotiations and
during the period of negotiations, for the purpose of preparing
for negotiations~ The Club shall provide the Town with a list of
names of such officers prior to the start of negotiations.
Club Officers Release Time The union President shallM.
be entitled to a total of 22 hours per month for union business.
The union Treasurer shall be entitled to a total of 4 hours per
month for union business. The Chief of Police shall approve the
use of such hours each month, and such total shall not be
exceeded except for in the case of emergency.
ARTICLB 7
GRIBVANCB PROCBDURB
The Town and the Club desire that all officers of the Club
be ,treated fairly and equitably. It is intended that this
grievance procedure will provide a means of 'resolving grievances
at the lowest level and that nothing in this article should be
interpreted as discouraging an officer or his representative from
discussing any problem in an informal manner with his immediate
supervisor or department head. Such discussion shall not
interfere with the right of any officer to process grievances
through the grievance procedure.
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Grievances shall be processed in accordance with the
provisions of this article. The term "grievance" as used herein
shall mean a complaint by either party to this contract that
there has been a violation, misapplication, misinterpretation, or
inequitable application of this agreement or of the Rules and
Regulations of the Amherst Police Department: provided, however,
that the term "grievance" shall not apply to any matter. as to
which (a) A method of review is prescribed or provided by law or
by any regulation having the force of law: or (b) The Town is not
ompowered to act.
To encourage the resolution of the grievance at the
department level, it shall be the fundamental responsibility of
supervisors at all administrative levels to make prompt
determination respecting grievances in accordance with these
procedures. Both parties shall have the right to present
grievances in accordance with these procedures, free from
coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination and reprisal by
any person or party to this agreement.
An officer may be' represented at all steps of t~is
the 1.~lUb or counsel, or both. Allj
be mutually agreed upon and scheduled by
grievance procedure by
grievance meetings shall
the parties.
When several members of the Club have an identical
grievance, the Club may select one individual case for
processing, with the understanding that the decision in such case
shall be appli~d to the other identical case.
A record of all grievances filed pursuant to these
procedures and the disposition made thereof shall be maintained
by the Police Department for reference purposes.
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The time limit specified herein shall be observed, unless
extended in writing by mutual agreement of the parties. Failure
of the' grievant to request review of a determination made at any
step of the grievance procedure within the specified time limit \
shall automatically conclude the grievance process as to such
grievance.
Grievances shall be filed within five (5) working days
from the time the grievant becomes aware of the facts or
omissions which gave rise to the grievance, unless for good
cause, the grievant is unable to do so.
STBP I
The grievant shall present his grievance orally to his
immedi~te supervisor and attempt to adjust the matter.
STBP 2
If the grievance is not satisfactorily adjusted at Step 1,
the grievant shall present his grievance in writing, on a form to
be provided, to his immediate supervisor within five (5) ~orking
days from the decision at Step 1. The written grievance shall
contain a factual statement outlining the acts constituting the
grievance, the date, time and place of the occurrence, and the
relief requested. The written grievance shall contain a
statement of the section of the Collective Bargaining Agreement
or the written Rules of the Police Department which he contends
has been violated. The immediate supervisor shall give his
answer in writing within five (5) working days of the receipt
thereof.
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STBP 3
If the grievance is not satisfactorily settled at Step 2,
the Police Club representative, within five (5) working days,
shall forward the grievance to the Club Is Grievance Committee.
If, upon review of the grievance, the Committee believes the
grievance is valid, it will forward a copy of the written
grievance and the written answer of the immediate supervisor to
the Chief of Police within five (5) working days of receipt of
the grievance by the Grievance Committee. The Chief of Police
shall, within a period of five (5) working days of presentation
tCI him, discuss the matter with the Grievance Committee in an
attempt to satisfactorily settle the grievance. Should this
discussion fail to produce a satisfactory settlement within five
(5) working days from the date of completion of the discussion,
then separate written reports of the dispute shall be made by the
Grievance Committee and the Chief of Police.
The written report made' by the Club Grievance Committee
and the Chief of Police at Step 3 shall be filed within five (5)
working days with the Personnel Director, and at the same time,
served on the other party.
The Club Grievance Committee shall consist of three (3)
members selected by the Club. One Committee member shall be
per.mitted to leave work with no loss of pay after notice to his
supervisor for the purpose of adjusting a grievance at Steps 1
and 2, and all three Grievance Committee members shall be
per.mitted to attend the meeting at Step j with the Chief of
Police with no loss of pay.
STBP 4
Should the grievance fail to be resolved, as outlined at
Step 3, either of the parties may avail themselves of the
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services of the Public Employment Relations Board to provide a
list of five (5) arbitrators. The arbitration proceeding shall
be co'nducted by the arbitrator as soon as possible after his
selection. The method of selection of the arbitrator shall be
that the party requesting arbitration shall strike one name of
I
the five submitted and the other party shall then strike one
name. This procedure shall be repeated until one arbitrator
remains. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and
binding on the parties, and the arbitrator shall be requested to
issue his decision within thirty (30) days after the hearing is
concluded.
The parties shall share the cost of the arbitrator
equally.
The arbitrator is prohibited from adding to, subtracting
from, or modifying the terms of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement or the written Rules and Regulations of the Department.
Each party shall be responsible for compensating its own
representatives and witnesses. The grievant and the three
,Grievance Committee members shall be permitted to attend the
arbitration hearing but shall not be paid by the Town for said
attendance, except for one Grievance Committee member who shall
\
be excused from duty with no loss of pay.
If ei ther party desires a verbatim record of the
proceeding, it may cause such record to be made, provided it pays
for the record and makes a copy of the record available, without
charge, to the, other party and the arbitrator.
STEP 5
Should any person be aggrieved by the determination as
provided for in this article, application may be made for
,
judicial review, as provided by law.
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ARTICLB 8
A. Salary.
COMPBNSATION
\
1. Effective January 1, 1999, the Town will
increase the compensation to employees as set forth on Schedule
A, hereto attached, reflecting 2.95% incrJase. In 'addition each
step of police officer shall be adjusted by $250.00. Patrol
I.ieutenants shall have the base salary adjusted by $500.00.
2. Effective January 1, 2000, the Town will increase
the compensation to employees as set forth on Schedule A, hereto
attached, reflecting a 3.25% increase. In addition each step of
the police officer shall be adjusted by $250.00. Patrol
Lieutenants shall have the base salary adjusted by $500.00.
3. Effective January 1, 2001, the Town will increase
the compensation to employees as set forth on Schedule A, hereto
attached, ~eflecting a 3.25% increase. In addition each step of
the police officer shall be adjusted by $250.00. Patrol
Lieutenants shall have the base salary adjusted by $500.00.
4. Calculation of daily/hourly rate. Effective
January 1, 2000, the daily rate of pay for officers shall be
obtained by dividing the base annual salary by 252. The hourly
rute of pay shall be obtained by dividing the daily rate of pay
by 8.
5. Traffic Division
a) Officers appointed to and serving as Accident
Investigators upon completion of basic and
advanced crash management shall receive an
additional adjustment to the patrolman base
salary as follows:
01/01/2000
-
$ 250.00
01/01/2001
-
$ 500.00
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b) Officers appointed to and serving as Senior
Accident Investigators upon completion of the
(2) courses mentioned in section A and upon
completion of accident reconstruction shall
receive an additional adjustment to the
patrolman base salary as follows:
01/01/2000
-
$ 500.00
01/01/2001
-
$1,000.00
6. The officer assigned to the range, as the Range
officer shall have $1,500.00 adjustment to his base salary.
B. Promotional Pay. Upon promotion or appointment to a
higher paid classification or position within the negotiating
unit, such police officers shall receive the salary rate for that
higher paid classification or position commencing upon
appointment.
C. Lieutenants. At least two (2) Lieutenants shall work
each shift. If for any reason two (2) Lieutenants are not
available, the Chief of Police, at his discretion, may elect to
appoint an acting Lieutenant.
D. Acting Assignments. Among those officers who are
determined to be qualified by the Chief of Police, acting
assignments for the position of Road Lieutenant shall be equally
distributed.
E. Higher Rated Work. When any employee is performing
higher rated work for a period of more than two consecutive
hours, but less than four consecutive hours, the subordinate
shall receive the higher rate of pay for four hours. When
performing higher rated work for more than four consecutive
hours, but less than eight consecutive hours, the subordinate
shall receive the higher rate of pay for eight hours. When
performing higher rated work beyond eight consecutive hours, the
subordinate shall receive the higher rate of pay for the time
worked.
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F. Briefing Time. All employees are required to attend
customary briefing sessions, inspections and line-ups of fifteen
(15) minutes duration each day. As compensation for the
foregoing, employees shall be paid an additional two and one-half
(2-1/2) hours pay per week at straight time rates. This payment
shall be limited to days actually worked and authorized paid
leave days.
G. Overtime.
1. Overtime. All work performed over eight (8) hours
and fifteen (15) minutes in anyone day, ,and excluding briefing
time paid under Article 8(F) hereof, shall be considered as
overtime and paid for at the overtime rate of time and one-half.
However, a police officer must have worked a full forty (40) hour
week before time and one-half rate is paid. Paid absences for
holidays, vacation, personal leave, jury duty and bereavement
shall be considered as time worked for the purpose of computing
overtime. Absences from work for any other reason, regardless of
whether such absences are otherwise compensated or paid for
including, without limitation, absences for sick leave and
compensatory time shall not be considered as time worked.
2. Compensatory Time. Employees shall have the
option to elect compensatory time, if requested, at the straight
time hourly rate or time and one-half rate, whichever is
applicable, provided that adequate notice of the election is made
to and is approved by the department's scheduling authorities.
The. Town will have the right to buy back compensatory
time on the books for all officers, or a portion of such
compensatory time over 50 hours. If an officer has over 50 hours
accumulated, the Chief may, at his option, order the officer to
take the time off or pay the officer for all or a portion of the
hours over 50. The Chief will exercise this option right from
November 15 to December 15 of each year.
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H. Recall. If an officer is recalled after he has
returned home, he shall be guaranteed a minimum of three (3)
hours pay at the overtime rate.
1. Overtime Meals. A meal, or a meal allowance of $7.50
in lieu thereof, shall be allowed for all overtime work of not
less than four (4) hours. The election to provide the meal or
the money shall be made by the Chief of Police or his designee.
Where possible, a one-half hour meal period will be allowed.
J. Court Time.
1. Any officer who, in connection with his duties,
appears in court in the Town of Amherst or other jurisdiction,
shall be paid at the overtime rate for the number of hours spent
in court with a minimum of three (3) hours pay for each court
appearance. Court time shall include appearances before
recognized administrative bodies such as the Motor Vehicle
Bureau, the State Liquor Authority, etc.
2. An officer scheduled to appear in the Town of
Amherst Court will be paid the minimum appearance time in the
event of an adjournment, unless he is given notice of the
adjournment at least three (3) hours prior to the scheduled
appearance I time.
3. With respect to PERB conferences and hearings,
each party must be notified of witnesses appearing on their
respective behalf at least seven (7) days prior to the conference
or hearing.
K. Appointments and Promotions.
1. The Town agrees to request from the Civil Service
of Erie County a new examination within one month after the
expiration date of an existing list.
-16-
MONTHLY RATE
CLASSIFICATION MUST SHOOT OF PAYMENT
Marksman 180-209
-0-
Sharpshooter 210-234 $35.00
Expert 235-249 $37.00
Master 250-above $39.00
2. All existing promotional vacancies shall be filled
within thirty (30) days from the time the vacancy occurs and a
valid promotional lis~ exists, unless the Town intends to abolish
said position.
3. Where a temporary assignment is made to a
position, for a period in excess of thirty (30) days, such
assignment shall be made from the existing valid Civil Service
List, if one exists.
4. Assignments to the Detective Bureau will be made
at the discretion of the Chief of Police. The assignments
include Detective, Detective Sergeant, Detective Lieutenant.
Assignments will be made pursuant to the provisions of Article 10
of this Agreement.
L. Shooting Incentive. Each officer shall be paid an
additional monthly sum depending upon his marksmanship, as
follows:
The officer must fire a score within his classification
once every six (6) months in order to maintain his rate. The
scores are to be verified by the Range Officer, and firing may be
done on an indoor or outdoor range with the officer's service
,,,eapon.
M. Change of Working Hours. If an officer's hours are
c:hanged without a seven day notice, he shall be paid four (4)
hours pay for each change provided, however, the change is not
necessitated by an emergency and shall exclude "special teams".
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N. Education Incentive. Police Officers shall receive,
as additional compensation, an education incentive based on the
following percentages of the top base police officer's salary.
The added pay is made permanent only upon completion of a degree;
otherwise, credit hours are counted for the preceding six (6)
years.
Degree/Credit Hours (in Percent)
Associate's Degree (AAS) 2.3
Bachelor's Degree (B.A. or B.S.) 3.6
4.5Bachelor's Degree - Relevant Field
Master's or Professional Degree
(M.A., M.S., J.D.)
Per Credit Hour before Bachelor's
5.5
.03
For purposes of the above schedule, "relevant field"
includes police science, sociology, psychology, accounting,
management, political science, economics, criminal justice,
business administration and management science.
I
Only courses and degrees as offered by a State accredited
college or university are to be counted, including any State
university or State college or university or college, no matter
where located.
\
While these need not be in Amherst, those which
are located within Amherst include the State University of New
York at Buffalo (SUNYAB), Erie Community College and Daemen
College.
Officers who are probationary are entitled to credits for
cOllege courses already taken.
In the event that a participant in this program returns to
an accredited college or university, as defined above, having had
previous credits, he will then be entitled to the increments for
the prior credit hours upon his being re-accepted to a college or
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university of his choice and he must furnish his transcript 'of
prior credits and an affidavit indicating his re-acceptance and
the date thereof.
All officers with nine (9) or more years of service (as of
January 1, 1974), will be treated as though they had earned four
1'4) credit hours in each year following their eighth anniversary.
This provision shall not be applied to anyone who would initially
receive a larger payment from actual courses taken. In addition,
future credits must all be earned. (This provision will thus be
effectively phased out after six years.)
Payments under this incentive plan shall be made twice
yearly at half the annual rate, on the first pay day in February
and the first pay day in July. Credits shall be accumulated as
of the date the individual is notified by the college of his
successful completion; only courses with satisfactory grades
shall be counted.
The scheduling of class hours shall be the responsibility
of the individual and shall not interfere with scheduling that
may be made by the Department from time to time.
o. Shift Premium. In addition to the regular daily rate
of pay, police officers shall be paid a shift premium as follows:
I
1. Afternoon Shift:
1999
-
$0.40/hr
2000 - $0.60/hr
2001
- $0.75/hr
2. Night Shift:
1999 - $0.55/hr
2000 - $0.75/hr
2001 - $0.90/hr
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ARTICLB 9
WORK SCHBDULBS AND MISCBLLANBOUS PROVISIONS
A. Work Day; Work Week.
1. The work day shall consist of eight \(8 )
consecutive hours, with a fifteen minute briefing period prior to
and in addition thereto. The work day for a police officer shall
commence and terminate at Pol ice Headquarters. Each work day
shall include a paid meal period of one-half hour for each eight
hour shift.
2. Work Schedules. Effective January 1, 1993,
officers assigned to patrol and traffic shall be assigned and
work four (4) days followed by two (2) consecutive days off,
followed by four (4) work days and two (2) consecutive days off,
followed by five (5) days worked and two (2) consecutive days off
and the cycle shall then be repeated continually to provide
rotating days to officers so assigned. This schedule shall be
referred to as the 4-2/4-2/5-2 work schedule.
schedule.
Detectives shall be assigned and work a 5-5/2,4/3 work
Detective Sergeants assigned by the Chief of Police
as "Shift Supervisory Detective Sergeants" will work the
detective schedule.
Captains, Detective Lieutenants, Detective Sergeants,
Detectives, Range Officers, Headquarter Officers, Evidence
Technicians, Property Control Officers, Officers as~igned to
computer data. entry and analysis, and any other sworn police
personnel who work the 5/2 / 4/3 work schedule shall receive an
additional 2 days off per year effective January 1, 2000. The 2
additional days off are flexible and an officer may choose to
take those days off at his discretion, schedule permitting and
according to the following: January 1 - June 30.
- 1st day.
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July 1
-
December 31.
-
2nd day. Effective January 1, 2001 the
same previously mentioned officers shall receive another 1 day
off per year. The 3 additional days off are flexible and a
officer may choose to take those days off at his discretion,
schedule permitting and according to the following. January 1
-
~pril 30 - 1st day. May 1 - August 31
-
2nd day. September 1
-
lDecember 31 - 3rd day. The sixth week the officer will be
assigned three (3) days off: the day off to be attached to his
r.egular days off as determined by the Chief of Police or his
designee.
Special squads, which may require special hours and
days, which are assigned on a temporary basis, may work varying
days or hours which will be mutually agreed to by the officer(s)
and the Chief of Police and will not conflict with the provisions
of this agreement.
3. The Police Department shall maintain a daily
record of the attendance and punctuality of each officer. The
Police Department shall es~ablish rules regarding penalties for
tardiness which shall not preclude disciplinary action.
B. Days Off. Each officer shall be guaranteed at least
t,",o (2) consecutive days off in every seven day period, unless
mutually agreed otherwise between the individual officer and his
superior, except upon changeover from one shift to another.
The Chief, at his option and with adequate notice, may
call officers to work for training any day they are scheduled
off, three (3), days in one week to be paid at straight time rate.
C. Changed Shift Assignment. Advance notice of any shift
assignment change will be given to the individual officer, if
possible, and the Town will post changes in shift schedules one
week in advance, except in emergency situations~
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D. Overtitne Rate. The overtime rate at time and
one-half, when applicable, will be made pursuant to the
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
E. Out-of-Town Assignments. An officer on out-of-town
assignment shall be paid the reasonable cost of travel, meals and
lodging when the assignment is approved by the Chief of Police.
If the a~signment continues for two weeks or more, the officer
shall be allowed to return home once for every two-week period at
the cost of the Town.
l
F. Mileaie Allowance.
hie own vehicle on aeei.nment.
When an officer is required to use
he will be paid at the rate of
$.30 a mile, or the existing rate at the time if this rate has
been increased ~y the Town.
G. Educational Opportunities.
1. Required departmental training courses, schools,
seminars, etc., when' scheduled, shall be so arranged whenever
practical, to coincide with an attending officer's work schedule.
Said courses shall be deemed in-service training when conducted
during working hours. Attendance to in-service training not
conducted during working hours shall be compensated at overtime
rate or re~all rate, whichever is applicable.
2. The Department shall post on the bulletin boards
located at Police Headquarters announcements of all courses to be
given which are either compulsory for a segment of the staff or
are prerequisites for promotions or improved .assignment, or which
may be optional for the purpose of improving the professional
standard of the officer or the Department. All eligible police
officers who desire to attend such courses shall have the
opportunity to notify the Department of their interest. The
Department will attempt to select personnel for the courses based
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on evaluations of an officer's training, skill, experience,
education and qualifications. In the event that the foregoing
considerations are subsequently equal, the more senior officers
will be selected.
H. Method of Payment. It is agreed that the method of
payment of wages will continue as it has in the past.
1. Payroll and Bond Savings Plan. Each officer shall
have the opportunity to implement a payroll savings plan and/or
bond deduction plan at a financial institution approved by the
Town. Each officer shall comply with all rules and regulations
elf the banking institution and execute the necessary
authorization to approve the payroll de~uctions.
J. Temporary Assignments. No police officer shall suffer
any loss, or diminution in benefits by reason of temporary
assignment.
ARTICLE 10
POSTINGS AND VACANCIES
The Department will post on the bulletin board at least
fifteen (15) days in advance notice of the existence of a vacancy
or: job opening in a non-competitive position. Examples of
nan-competitive positions are: detective, clerk, photographer,
polygraph operator, motorcycle operator, radar operator,
detecti ve sergeant, sergeant or range officer. Any member of
proper rank may affix his name to the notice indicating his
desire to fill the vacancy. All qualified members of the
Department who have affixed their names to the notice shall be
considered for the assignment. Where the opening or vacancy
concerns specialized units or divisions, the notice shall set
forth any unusual job characteristics. The Department will
att:empt to select personnel for the assignment based on
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evaluations of an officer's training, skill, experience,
education and qualifications. In the event that the I foregoing
considerations are substantially equal, the more senior officers
will be selected.
ARTICLE 11
RETIREMENT
A. Retirement Benefits. The Town agrees to maintain the
present retirement plans as authorized by law.
B. Section 384-e. Effective January I, 1998, the Town
agrees to provide retirement benefits under Section 384-e of the
New York State Retirement and Social Security Law.
Retired Members. Upon a police officer's retirement,C.
he will be permitted to retain until the end of accumulated
leave, all equipment customarily carried by him, and his
identification folder and badge which shall be marked "retired"
and returned to him.
D. Tier II Final Average Salary. If the New York State
legislatures pass legislation' that changes the calculation of
Tier II retirement to one year final average salary prior to the
expiration of this agreement the Town Agrees to meet and discuss
the possibility of adoptjng this change.
ARTICLE 12
HOLIDAYS
A. Number. Each police officer shall be entitled to
compensation or compensatory time off for the following fourteen
(14) holidays each year, regardless of the number of holidays
worked:
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1-
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
New Year's jpay
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Good Friday
Easter
Memorial Day
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Election Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving
Christmas
B. Holidays Falling on Weekends. When a holiday falls on
Sunday, the Monday following shall be observed as the holiday,
isnd when the holiday falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday
ahall be observed as the holiday.
C. Compensatory Time. The option to take compensation or
compensatory time off for holidays shall be made known no later
than December 1 of the year preceding the year in which the
compensation or compensatory time off would otherwise be taken
and when made shall be for the entire calendar year.
D. Hol iday Pay. Pay called for under this Section shall
be paid the first pay in November. Each officer shall receive an
additional seven (7) days pay paid at the straight time rate.
This holiday pay shall be paid the first pay in November.
employee
t\/enty-four
E. Eligibility. This article shall apply to each
(24) period which
is required to report for duty during the
comprises the holiday
who
hour
commencing at 12:01 a.m.
F. Retirement. Notwithstanding any other provisions of
law, a member shall be entitled to be paid in cash at the time of
his retirement pursuant to the Civil Service Law and other
statutory provisions of the State of New York for the monetary
value of the unused holiday time standing to the credit of such
member at the time of his retirement, and, in case of death in
beneficiary.
service of any member, such payment shall be made to his
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G. Additional Holidays. Each police officer shall
receive as additional holiday or holidays any special da~ or days
taken as a non-working day by the majority of other Town
e~ployees and granted pursuant to a declaration by the President
of the United States, the Governor of the State of New York, the
Executive of the County of Erie or the Supervisor of the Town of
Amherst. Police officers shall celebrate and receive holiday
benefits for those additional holidays in the same manner as
other holidays specifically named herein.
H. "Banking" . A police officer shall be entitled to
"bank" three (3) holidays and take these three (3) days off in
succession at a later time, at his discretion. This option to
take these holidays shall be granted on a seniority basis and
,II
shall be made upon adequate notice to the appropriate supervisor.
1. All officers shall be allowed to sell any number of
holidays from one (1) to fourteen (14) as they desire. If at the
end of the calendar year an officer has unused hol idays he may
sell those back to the Town.
J. Super Holiday. The following holiday, Christmas, is
designated as a super holiday. Those officers required to work
the super holiday shall be compensated at 1-1/2 the daily rate if
they work the designated super holiday in addition to any other
holiday compensation to which they are entitled pursuant to this
agreement.
ARTICLB 13
VACATIONS
A. Entitlement. Each police officer shall be entitled to
an annual vacation with pay, as follows:
Upon completion of one year's
service Three weeks
Upon completion of five year's
service: Four weeks
Upon completion of ten year's
service: Five weeks
Upon completion of twenty year's
service: Six weeks
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B. Cash Equivalent. Each police officer shall have the
option of electing to receive the cash equivalent of his annual
vacation in lieu of taking his earned vacation, in which event he
shall also be paid for time actually worked, provided the officer
gives notice of his election in writing no later than December 1
of the year preceding the year in which the vacation would
otherwise be taken. Payment shall be made on the first pay day
of March. The election to receive cash may be made in
installments of not less than one week's vacation entitlement.
C. Holidays Excluded. In calculating vacation time,
intervening holidays will not be considered as vacation days.
D. Six Months Employment. Any officer continuously
employed for six (6) months or more may be granted vacation in
proportion to the number of months employed.
E. Vacations by Rank. Vacations shall be taken by rank
as follows: Patrol Officers, Detectives, Detective Sergeants,
Road Lieutenants, Detective Lieutenants, Captains. All classes
shall pick their vacation times by seniority. The only
exceptions to this rule are: if an officer's wife is expecting a
baby, or if there is an operation due in the officer's family, or
if the officer is moving from one home to another. All classes
are to pick a time for a vacation in their own class: there are
to be no separate lists among classes. Proof of any exception is
to be in writing.
F. Time of Vacation. Vacations shall be granted only at
such times as the work of the Department will permit and subject
to the discretion of the Department Head, unless stated otherwise
within this section. If an employee is transferred or promoted,
he shall have the right to maintain his previously selected
vacation.
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K. Illness. In the event that sickness, disability or
compensable accident occurs prior to and interferes with the
scheduled vacation of an officer, the vacation will be
rescheduled whenever practicable within the calendar year. If
G. Vacation Not Cumulative. Vacation time shall not be
cumulative, and if not taken, expires at the end of the calendar
year, unless stipulated otherwise in this section. An employee,
during his final two years of service, shall be permi,tted to
accumulate his vacation time and shall have the option to receive
pay for the monetary value of the unused vacation time standing
to his credit at the time of retirement.
6. Reinstatement and Leave of Absence. A leave of
absence without payor a resignation followed by reinstatement
within one (1) year shall not constitute an interruption of
service, provided, however, that leave without pay for more than
six (6) months, or the period between resignation and
reinstatement, shall not be counted in determining the
eligibility for annual vacation in any calendar year.
I. Granting Accumulated Vacation Upon Resignation or
Upon separation from the service by resignation orRetirement.
ret~rement, an officer will be granted accumulated vacation, to
be taken prior to the date of resignation or retirement.
J. Emergencies. Officers who are required by the Town to
forego any portion of their vacation period due to emergency duty
shall receive compensation pursuant to the provisions of Article
8(6) for hours worked and be given equal time off for all such
time worked during the vacation.
prolonged disability occurs prior to an officer's vacation and
makes it impossible for him to take such vacation time that year,
he shall be allowed his normal vacation pay without curtailment
of concurrent Group Insurance Plan benefits, Workers'
Compensation benefits, or disability pay supplement.
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he gives written notice of his intention and the number of
days/hours to be taken no later than December 1 of the year
preceding the year in which the vacation would otherwise be
L. Cancelled Vacation. Vacation time due an officer
during any given year which is cancelled by the Town (Police
Department) and expires at the end of that year due to
unavailability of time, shall be rescheduled the fol16wing year
during the months of January, February or March.
M. Military. Whenever an officer enters military
service, is laid off, dischsrged, or retires, he shall be
entitled to his earned vacation, based on his services during
the previous year, or in lieu thereof, paid at his basic rate of
pay.
N. Death. In the case of death in service of any
officer, such officer's beneficiaries shall receive pay for the
monetary value of unused vacation time standing to his credit in
the year that death occurs.
o. Split Vacation. An officer may take up to two (2)
'"eeks of his vacation (Le., ten (10) days, eighty (80) hours),
in four (4) hour increments, five (5) days of which or forty (40)
hours must be used by July 31st of each year; provided that (1)
taken; (2) that the officer gives adequate notice of the day he
5.ntends to take as part of his spl it vacation option; (3) that
the split vacation and/or the day/hours or days intended to be
taken thereunder are agreeable to the appropriate supervisor.
ARTICLB 14
PBRSONAL LBAVB
A. Number. Each employee shall be entitled to six (6)
personal leave days per year, non-cumulative. Personal leave may
be granted in minimum units of one-half day.
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B. Notice. Persol'\al leave shall be for legal
transactions, religious observances or other matters t~at cannot
be conducted during an employee's regular time off from work.
Whenever possible, advance written application of 72 hours shall
be submitted to the Department Head ,or his designee on a form
which reads as follows. One-half day units shall be allowed on
shorter notice with the approval of the Department Head or
designee as required manpower levels permit.
c. Reason for Denial. In the event the personal leave is
denied, the Department Head shall set forth the reason or reasons
for the denial.
D. Unused Days. Unused personal days at the end of a.
calendar year shall not be lost but shall be added to the
employee's accumulated sick leave, not to exceed the maximum
'accumulation allowed under Article 15.
E. Seniority. In the event more personnel than the
Department can allow request a personal leave on the same day,
seniority shall be the determining factor.
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TOWN 01' AMHBRST
PBRSONAL LBAVB APPLICATION
( Da"te )
(Name)
hereby requests personal leave
on
(Date)
in order that he might
(Here state purpose
. and place of duties requiring your workday attendance)
and he represents that these duties cannot be performed except
during his work hours.
(Signature)
Granted: Denied:
(Date)(Date)
(Department Head) (Reason for Denial)
(Department Head)
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AR~ICLB IS
SICK LBAVB
A. Sick Lea've Credits. A credi t for sick leave under
this rule shall be allowed at the rate of one and one-quarter
working days per month of service. Such leave as is not used
shall accumulate, but not to exceed 320 days. A physician I s
certificate as to illness or injury shall not be required unless
it exceeds three (3) days in length.
B. Notice of Absence on Sick Leave. When absence is
required under this rule, the officer shall report the same to
the Lieutenant or acting Lieutenant at least one hour before the
starting time of his shift, where possible.
c. Sick Leave Records. Accurate records of the
attendance and sick leave status of each officer shall be
maintained and open for his inspect'ion. Each officer will be
provided with a record of his accumulated sick leave within sixty
(60) days after the beginning of each calendar year.
D. Absence for Less Than One-Half Day. Absence of less
than one-half day due to illness shall not be chargeable to sick
leave.
E. Course of Duty Injuries. When an officer is injured
in the course of his duties, any time required immediately after
the injury to obtain first aid or treatment by a physician shall
be considered as time worked unless he is admitted as an
in-patient in a hospital. Time lost from duty because of
injuries sustained in the course of duty shall be compensated
without deduction from sick leave accumulation, provided the
officer is making sufficient recovery to enable him to return to
duty in a reasonable time. workers' Compensation payments
received by the officer in connection with the injury shall be
paid over to the Town.
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requiring care and attendance of the officer.
"Immediate family" shall include the parent,
spouse, brother, sister, son, daughter,
F. Physical Examinations. The expense of any physical
examination requested by the Town shall be paid for by the Town
and be performed during the employee's working hours.
G. Application of Rule. This rule shall not apply to
temporary employees.
H. Reasons for Granting of Sick Leave. Sick leave with
pay may be granted in accordance with this rule to an officer
when incapacitated
position because of:
or unable to perform the duties of his
(a) Sickness or injury.
(b) Serious illness in the officer's immediate family
grandparent, or other blood relative who is an
actual member of the officer's household.
(c) Quarantine regulations.
(d) Medical or dental visits.
I. Sick Leave Credits to Part-time Employees. Part-time
employees who are required to work a fixed number of hours, five
days per week, shall earn sick leave credits prorated on the
basis of the number of hours required to work per week.
J. Extended Sick Leave. An employee may receive such
Isdditional sick leave wi th pay as may be approve~ by the Town
Board, but no additional sick leave shall be approved in excess
I)f a period of seven months in addition to sick leave accumulated
by such employee. A leave of absence without payor without a
r.esignation followed by reinstatement within one year shall not
constitute an interruption of continuous service.
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K. Transfer of Sick Leave Credits. In case of transfer l
to a different department, accumulated sick leave shall be
transferred with the employee and he shall receive credit in the
department to which he is transferred.
L. Sick Leave Confinement. Officers on sick leave
seeking to leave their place of confinement shall submit to the
Department for approval a written request therefor and a
physician's certificate that the same will aid in recuperation.
The Department's approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
M. Sick Leave buy-back. The Town agrees that upon
retirement, any accumulated, unused sick leave up to 300 days
shall be bought back and paid as follows: 50% of the unused sick
leave shall be immediately paid upon retirement: 25% of the
entitlement shall be paid one year after the effective date of
retirement, and the final 25% of the entitlement shall be paid
two years after the effective date of retirement. Such
entitlement shall be vested to the retiree and in the event of
death of such retiree, any remaining entitlement shall be paid to
the estate of such retiree.
Upon the death of an officer, his beneficiary shall be
paid 100% of the present value of accumulated sick days pursuant
to this section.
N. Sick Leave Incentive. Effective January 1, 2000, an
officer who does not use any sick tim~ in any quarterly period of
the year (January 1
-
March 30), (April 1
-
June 30), (July 1
-
September 30), and (October 1 - December 31) shall be given eight
(8) hours pay for each sucH quarter.
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ARTICLB 16
LBAVB OP ABSBNCB WITH PAY
A. Bereavement Leave.
1. Leave of absence with pay of not to exceed five
(5) days shall be granted to an officer in the event of death
occurring in the officer's immediate family: namely, spouse,
parent, child, brother or sister.
2. Leave of absence with pay of not to exceed three
(3) days shall be granted to an offic'er in the event of death of
a grandparent, grandchild, mother-in-law, father-in-law,
brother-in-law, or a sister-in-law.
,
3. Leave of absence with pay of not to exceed three
(3) days may be granted by the Ch ief of Pol ice for any other
relative or, for anyone in the position of loco parentis.
B. Jury Duty. On proof of required jury duty, leave of
~bsence shall be granted with pay to all employees.
If an officer is required to report for jury duty for five
(5) consecutive days and the officer is scheduled for his regular
tour of duty on Saturday and Sunday the officer's schedule shall
be adjusted to release him from their scheduled duty on Saturday
and Sunday.
C. Civil Service Examinations. Permanent employees shall
bl3 allowed time off with pay to take Departmental promotional
Chil Service examinat'ions. An employee taking such an
e»amination shall be granted at least eight' (8) hours off from
w~rk prior to the examination.
ARTICLB 17
LBAVB OP ABSBNCB WITHOUT PAY
A. Application for Leave Without Pay. Application for
le~ve of absence without pay shall be filed by the employee with
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the Head of the Department and be subject to approval by the Town
Board. Such application shall state the reasons for the
requested leave and the duration thereof.
B. Military Leave of Absence. Any officer who is
required to render ordered military duty shall be granted
military leave of absence pursuant to the Military Law.
'e. Public Office Leave of Absence. If an officer seeks
public office and it is necessary for him to discontinue his
activities as a police officer in order to effectively campaign,
he shall be granted a leave of absence without pay for a period
not to exceed one year for the purpose of campaigning: for that
office.
D. Extended Illness. When an employee has exhausted all
his sick leave credits and is' still incapacitated and unable to
perform the duties of his position, he may be granted a leave of
absence without pay for a period not to exceed one year.
E. War Work. A permanent employee may, at the discretion
I
of the Department Head and approved by the Town Board, be granted
a leave of absence without pay. for a period not exceeding one
year to enter the service of the Federal Government in time of
war. Such leave of absence may be renewed for additional
periods, not exceeding one year in each instance. However, no
such renewal of leave of absence without pay shall extend beyond
six months after the termination of the war.
F. Educational Leave for Veterans. Any veteran who is
qualified to receive education or training or vocational
rehabilitation under the provisions of any Federal or New York
State law, shall be granted leave of absence without pay for the
period of such education, training or vocational rehabilitation.
I
Such leave of absence shall not extend beyond a period of four
years nor beyond the p'eriod for which the veteran shall be
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eligible to continue the education,. training or vocational
rehabilitation, and it shall terminate at any time that the
veteran ceases actual attendance upon the courses required by the
education, training or rehabilitation program.
G. Maternity Leave. In addition to sick leave
entitlement, and upon the exhaustion of accumulated leave
credits, an employee shall be entitled to leave without pay for
maternity leave, provided that the total of leave without pay and
accumulated sick leave shall not exceed twelve (12) months.
I~edical coverage will continue while on maternity leave.
ARTICLB 18
MBDICAL COVBRAGB
A. Basic Medical Coverage. The Town agrees to pay the
full cost of Family Type medical coverage under a plan issued by
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Western New York, Inc. or by any
other company, provided the coverage is at least equal to that
provided under the pr~sent policy with Blue Cross & Blue Shield
of Western New York, Inc. The plan shall provide this coverage
f~r retired employees who have worked for the Town on a full-time
and continuous basis for at least five (5) years prior to their
rotirement, and shall be extended to the retired employee's
spouse, spouses of deceased in-service employees and their
insured children, as defined in the policy, for the life of the
spouse or until remarriage.
1. The Blue Cross & Blue Shield plan will include the
preCare Program Rider and the Major Medical Rider 7 with a
deductible of $100/$200.
2. Effective January I, 1997, Rider 47, Waiver of
Waiting Period, will be removed from the Blue Cross & Blue Shield
plEIn.
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3. The Town shall have the option at any time to
include or discontinue within the Blue Cross & Blue Shield policy
a $250 hospitalization deductible. Such deductible shall be
self-insured by the Town. Employees incurring the
hospitalization deductible or a portion thereof shall be
reimbursed by the Town.
4. New employees hired on or after 01/01/2000 must
select medical coverage only from three (3) HMO's described
above. If a new employee hired on or after 01/01/2000 selects
traditional BC/BS coverage, that employee must pay the difference
between the premium of the most expensive HMO coverage offered
and the premium of the Traditional BC/BS coverage.
B. Prescription Drug Coverage. The Town shall provide
dual co-pay prescription drug coverage, $1.00 generic/$5.00 brand
name with mail order feature, through Blue Cross & Blue Shield of
Western New York, Inc. or an equivalent carrier, and $5.00 co-pay
coverage through Independent Health, Community Blue and Health
Care Plan. This coverage ~hall be limited to actively employed
officers.
.
This coverage shall not be extended to employees
currently on retirement
\
or actively employed officers who
~ubsequently retire.
C. Dental Plan. The Town shall provide a dental plan
(excluding orthodontia and other appropriate exclusions) through
The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America or an equivalent
carrier. This coverage shall be limited to actively employed
officers. This coverage shall not be extended to employees
currently on retirement or actively employed officers who
subsequently retire.
D. Vision Care Plan. The Town shall provide Option II
Vision Care Plan through Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Western New
York, Inc. or an equivalent carrier. The coverage shall be
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limited to actively employed officers. This coverage shall not
be extended to employee currently on retirement or actively
employed officers who subsequently retire.
E. Double Coverage. The Town agrees to pay 'employees
I~ive Hundred and no/lOO dollars ($500.00) per year for waiving
individual coverage, and One Thousand and nO/lOO dollars
f$l,OOO.OO) per year for waiving family coverage.
Such option must be exercised during the month of October
to be effective January 1. Payment will be made the first pay
day in April.
This payment can be made only when the employee signs a
statement that the employee has or will procure health insurance
through his spouse's employment, other employment of the
employee, or through a private insurance plan. The statement
shall contain a waiver of all responsibility and hold harmless I
the Town and the Collective Bargaining Unit of any consequences
that may arise when an employee exercises this option.
The Town agrees to let the employee rejoin the plan after
one year. The employee must notify the Town is writing in
October for his coverage to be effective January 1.
If the employee wishes to rejoin the plan within the year,
the employee must show an unanticipated change in circumstances
regarding the alternative health plan (non-voluntary loss of
coverage), and pay the prorata portion of the waiver payment.
Employees who resign or are terminated prior to the end of
the year shall repay the prorata portion of such payment.
An employee on probaton may waive his health insurance
coverage at the time of eligibility and be paid on a prorata
baais for the remainder of the calendar year.
If both husband and wife are employed by the Town, they
shall be eligible for only one family plan policy and may waive
that one policy pursuant to this section.
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This waiver is applicable to all coverages, including
prescription drug, dental a~d vision.
I
If a national health insurance program is enacted, the
above payment shall cease and the waiver shall be terminated.
F. Continuation of Optional Benefits. Upon retirement,
officers may, at their option, elect to continue their
prescription drug, dental and vision coverages provided they make
the required premium payments to the Town of Amherst for such
coverages.
For police
I
officers hired on or after January 1, 1993, the payment of health
G. Health Insurance After Retirement.
insurance premiums shall be made on behalf of an employee who has
retired and is collecting a New York State Retirement allowance
"
or is receiving an Ordinary/Accidental Disability Retirement
allowance and is not employed where similar health insurance is
available to him/her without cost, except that when such
employment terminates, his/her rights shall be reinstated.
Premiums are to be paid d1,1ring the life of the retired employee
or his/her spo~se upon the employee Is death, but only until
he/she remarries
'o~ dies. An employee would not be eligible for
this benefit if his/her spouse was receiving equal or better
coverage at no cost and could cover our retiring employee. If an
employee or spouse is not initially eligible for this benefit
I
because the employee or spouse is receiving equal coverage, but
circumstances change where coverage is no longer available
without cost, then the employee or spouse would be eligible for
Town payment of health insurance.
H. Employee Contribution. New employees hired on or
after January 1, 1997, shall b~ required to contribute 10\ of the
annual premium for health insurance, including prescription drug,
dental and vision. This payment shall be made through payroll
deduction on a biweekly basis.
.
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1. New employees hired on or after 01/01/2000 shall
be required to contribute to the annual premium for health
insurance, including prescription drug, dental and vision as
f.ollows. This payment shall be made tnrough payroll deduction on
a biweekly basis.
1st year
-
15\
2nd year
-
15\
3rd year
-
10\
4th year
-
5\
After the 4th full year of employment the employee shall
not contribute to health insurance.
2. Effective January 1, 2000 employees hired prior to
01/01/2000 shall not be required to contribute to the annual
premium for health insurance.
ARTICLB 19
UNIFORMS AND BQUIPMBNT
A. Uniforms. The Town~ at its cost, agrees to supply all
uniforms and equipment for all police officers and to replace and
r(~pa i r the same.
B. Maintenance. The Town agrees to reimburse each"police
oJ:ficer the sum of $800.00 per annum for the maintenance of
uniforms, to be paid on or about January 15 of each year by a
s~parate check, and to cover the period for that calendar year.
Selid advance payment will be refunded on a prorata basis if an
individual police officer leaves the employment of the Town
d~ring that calendar year.
Effective January 1, 2000, the uniform maintenance
allowance shall increase to $900.00 per annum.
Effective January 1, 200., the uniform maintenance
allowance shall increase to $1,000.00.
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1999 2000 2001
(a) 5 years $ B75.00 $ 975.00 $1,000.00
(b) 7 years $ 975.00 $1,075.00 $1,200.00
(c) 10 years $1,075.00 $1,175.00 $1,350.00
(d) 15 years $1,300.00 $1,400.00 $1,600.00
(e) 20 years $1,700.00 $1,800.00 $2,000.00
C. Detectives. Each detective shall receive $200.00 per
annum in addition to the annual amount paid to him pursuant to
paragraph B of this Article.
ARTICLB 20
LONGBVITY PAY
Police officers shall receive longevity pay annually on
their anniversary date in accordance with the following schedule:
Effective January 1, 2000 each year beyond twenty, the
rate shall increase by $100.00 for each subsequent year.
ARTICLB 21
LIPB INSURANCB
-
DBATH BENBPITS
A. Life Insurance. Effective September 1, 1999, the Town
will provide, without cost to the employees, life insurance of
$25,000.00.
B. Death Benefits. In addition to the foregoing, the
Town agrees to pay the designated beneficiary of any officer upon
his death in the line of duty 1-1/2 years salary plus $2,000.00
for each officer's child under 18 years of age. For purpose of
this subparagraph, the salary to be paid shall include payment
for unused vacation, personal days, holidays, longevity pay
earned but not paid during the calendar year in which the
officer's death occurs, and 100\ of the present value of
accumulated sick leave pursuant to the provisions of Article 15,
Section M.
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ARTICLB 22
SBNIOR'ITY
A. Senio)'ity Within Rank. Seniority within rank shall be
determined according to the date of promotion irito the rank, and
in the event promotion into rank is on the same date, then
position on the Civil Service list from which the member was
originally promoted will govern.
B. Seniority of Detective Positions. Seniority of
Detective positions shall be determined according to date of
appointment as Detective, Detective Sergeant, etc. Where
appointment is on the same date, position on the Departmental
Seniority List will govern.
c. Seniority List. An up-to-date Seniority List showing
officers in each rank by name, date of appointment and position
on Civil Service Lists will be made available to the Club by the
Town.
D. Interruptions. Accumulated seniority will not be
interrupted by leaves of absence of one year or less as
authorized and provided for in this agreement.
E. Platoon Vacancy. When a platoon vacancy occurs, the
most senior officer shall have the option to fill the vacancy.
ARTICLB 23
CIVIL LAWSUIT DBPBNSB
In the event a police officer is named as a defendant in a
ci.vil lawsuit, and the suit arises out of the officer's
performance of his duties and is based upon actions taken by the
officer which are within the scope of his employment and
authority, whether on or off duty, the Town,' at its option, shall
either furnish a defense for the officer or assume his reasonable
attorney's fees and other reasonable cost of defense.
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ARTICLB 24
POLICB OPPICBR INVBSTIGATIONS
A. If a police officer's behavior or conduct is
investigated pursuant to or following a written charge or
complaint, and the' officer is exculpated upon the completion of
the investigation, a memorandum summarizing the disposition of
the charge or complaint shall be furnished to the officer and the
memorandum and the charge or complaint shall be cleared from the
officer's personnel file.
B. Except in circumstances requiring immediate
interrogation, the interrogation of a police officer who is being
investigated for a disciplinary violation normally will occur
between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., and preferably while the officer
is on duty.
C. A police officer under investigation will be furnished
an exact copy of any statement he has signed, or of the
proceedings that are recorded, either mechanically or by
stenographer.
D. Bill of Rights. When any police officer is under
investigation and subjected to interrogation by his commanding
officer, or any other member of the police department, which
could lead to punitive action, such interrogation shall be
conducted under the following conditions. ,For' the purpose of
this article, punitive actions are defined as any action which
may lead to dismissal, demotion, suspension, 'reduction
~n salary,
written reprimand or transfer for the purpose of punishment.
1. Identification of investigating officers. A
police officer that is under investigation must be informed of
the officer in charge of the investigation and the names of the
officers who will be conducting any interrogation.
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2. Information regarding investigation. An officer
must be informed of the nature of the investigation before any
interrogation commences. The information must be sufficient to
reasonably inform the police officer of the nature of the
investigation.
3. Length of the interrogation. The length of the
interrogation must be reasonable, with rest periods being called,
per iodically, for personal necessi ties, meals, telephone calls
and rest.
4. Coercion. A police officer will not be threatened
with transfer'l dismissal or other disciplinary action, as a means
of obtaining information concerning the incidents under
investigation. An officer will not be subject to abusive
language, or promised a reward, as an inducement for answering
questions.
5. Right to Counsel. A police officer under
investigation must have counselor a representative of the Police
I
Club present with him during any interrogation, unless waived in
'writing by the officer and co-signed by a Club officer.
6. Recording of Interrogation. Any interrogation of
.9 police officer, for disciplinary violation, must be recorded
13ither mechanically or by a stenographer, unless waived in
11riting by the officer and co-signed by a Club officer, and there
will be no "off the record" questions put to him.
7. Non-Waiver of Constitutional. Rights. No police
c)fficer will be requested to waive any constitutional rights
~lranted him under the United States or New York Constitutions.
8. No reference or record to any complaint lodged
against an officer shall be entered into the officer's personnel
file if, upon investigation, the complaint is determined to be
~ntirely unfounded.
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E. Discipline.
1. In the event that Section 75 of the New York State
Civil Service Law is not waived the Town and Club agree to
mutually select an independent hearing officer pursuant to the
procedures established by the American Arbitrators Association.
2. In the event Section 75 of the New York State
Civil Service Law is waived and the Town advises a police officer
that he is being disciplined, the Club, upon request of the
employee, shall thereafter be forthwith notified. The Club may
by request made in writing to the Town within ten (10) days of
receipt of the notice of discipline, file a demand for
disciplinary arbitration pursuant to the rules of the New York
State Public Employment Relations Board.
The authority of the arbitrator shall be limited
to:
a. Determine whether just cause existed to impose
discipline; and
b. Determine if the proposed disciplinary penalty
was appropriate, and, if not, then impose
different discipline.
c. The award of the arbitrator shall be final and
binding. Should any person be aggrieved by
the determination as provided for in this
article, .application may be made for judicial
I
review, as provided by law.
d. The parties sha11 request a list of
arbitrators from the New York State Public
Employment Relations Board within five (5)
days of the receipt by the Town of the demand
for arbitration. The method of selection
shall be by alternate striking (with the first
strike being taken by the Town).
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e. All references to discipline imposed by the
Town shall be removed from the personnel
folder of the police officer and returned to
the police officer or destroyed, at the
officer's sole option, if not just cause for
the discipline is found by the arbitrator, or
after proceedings reversed by a court of
competent jurisdiction.
ARTICLB 2S
OUTSIDB BMPLOYMBNT
I
The Town agrees to permit outside employment by police
officers subject to prior authorization and approval by the Chief
of Police. Such employment may be terminated or modified by
order of the Chief of Police from time to time, and the Chief of
Police may reasonably limit the hours of such employment in
excess of 20 hours.
ARTICLB 26
OPP-DUTY AUTHORITY
All police officers are presumed to be subject to duty
twenty-four hours per day. Any action taken by a member of the
police force on his time off which would have been properly taken
by the officer while on active duty if present and available
shall be considered police action, and the employee shall have
all of his rights and benefits concerning such action as if he
were then on active duty, provided that the action taken is
within the scope of the officer's employment and authority.
ARTICLB 21
PBRSONNBL PILBS
A. Derogatory Material. No derogatory material of any
nature which might reflect adversely upon the officer's character
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or career will be placed in any personnel file without his
knowledge. The officer shall be given the opportunity to respond
in writing to any such derogatory material and to have the
response maintained as part of his personnel file.
B. Unsupported Charges. If complaints of charges lodged
against an officer and maintained in his personnel file are
subsequently found to be unsupported, all record thereof shall be
removed from the officer's personnel file and maintained in
departmental investigative files.
C. Inspection. Upon request of the officer concerned,
his personnel file shall be made available to him for review.
The personnel file cannot be removed from its regular place of
maintenance or storage and must be reviewed in the presence of
the normal custodian of such files.
ARTICLB 28
DOCUMBNTS
When any reference in the contract is made to documents or
papers where the originals are in the possession of the Town,
these documents shall be made available to representatives of the
Police Club.
,
Personnel records will be available to the
individual to whom they pertain unless written permission is
given to the Club by said individual to review these records.
ARTICLB 29
SAVINGS CLAUSE
If any section, sub-section, sentence, clause, phrase or
portion of this agreement is for any reason held to be invalid or
unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, such
portion shall be deemed a separate, distinct and independent
provision, and such holding will not affect the validity of the
remaining portions of this agreement.
J
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ARTICLB 30
MISCBLLANBOOS ROLBS
A. Mail. Mail addressed to individual police officers at
the Town's Police Department will not be opened except by the
addressee.
B. Forms. The Town shall not submit to the Police Club
or to police officers any new or substitute forms with respect to
personal or family affairs, medical history or financial status
without prior consultation with and approval of the Club. It is
understood, however, that departmental or police matters are not
included in this provision.
C. Personal Rights. The Town shall not encroach upon the
I
individual personal rights of the officer in any way.
D. Privacy. The Town and its employees shall not forward
t.) anyone outside the Police Department any personal or private
information regarding an officer without the officer's written
authorization. It is understood, however, that departmental or
police matters are not included in this provision.
E. Due Respect. In order to maintain the good order and
morale of the Pol ice Department, each member of the Department
shall extend proper respect to all fellow officers while on duty,
regardless of rank.
F. Polygraph Testing. Except for probationary police
officers (officers with less than one year's service) and
applicants for employment with the Town as police officers, no
officer shall be required to submit to a polygraph test.
G. Reimbursement for Damage. Upon the petition of the
pCllice officer to the Chief. of Police, and upon the officer's
showing of his freedom from negligence, neglect or carelessness,
the Town shall replace or reimburse the officer for any
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Departmental procedures as may be established from time to time
with respect to the issuance and use of the weapon, including
sign-in and sign-out practices, maintenance and care of the
destruction or damage to his personal property which shall have
been brought about while the officer was engaged in the pursuit
of his duties as a police officer, whether on or off duty.
H. Safe Place to Work. The Town and the Chief of Police
will make every effort to provide employees with equipment to
insure their safety.
I. Line of Duty Injuries. In cases involving an injury
to the police officer in the line of duty which requires
hospitalization and where reasonable cause exists to believe that
the officer may be exposed to the threat of further physical
harm, the Town will provide a private room.
J. Auxiliary Police. To avoid citizen confusion, the
Department will investigate the advisability of providing
Auxiliary Police with uniforms of a design sufficient to
distinguish them from the Town's professional police officers and
will make appropriate recommendations to the Town Board. In this
regard, the Department will receive and consider suggestions and
recommendations of the Amherst Police Club, Inc.
K. Shotguns. The vehicles operated by Road Lieutenants
on any of the Department's shifts shall contain a shotgun.
Shotguns wil'l be assigned by the Road Lieutenant to the patrol
division in the event that both Road Lieutenant vehicles are not
"on the road". In such event, the Road Lieutenant shall follow
shotgun, and matters of a similar concern.
An officer assigned to the patrol division may request the
option to carry a shotgun in the patrol vehicle. The Chief of
Police will make available four (4) shotguns for patrol use.
Those officers requesting shotguns will be granted one on a
seniority basis and provided'the officers are adequately trained
with said shotgun.
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L. Violation of the contract.
An officer cannot be asked to violate any provision of the
contract by a ranking officer.
ARTICLE 31
RESIDENCY
Five years prior to becoming eligible for service
I:etirement under the New York State and Local Police and Fire
Etetirement System, police officers may reside within a 30-mile
t"adius (excluding Canada) of the Town of Amherst Police
Department, 500 John James Audubon Parkway, Amherst, New York.
ARTICLE 32
IMPASSE PROCEDURE
If the Town and the Club are unable to reach an agreement
in their negotiations in future contracts as to any matter that
may arise under Article 14 of the New York Civil Service Law, the
matter or matters in dispute shall be referred to the New York
State Public Employees Relations Board pursuant to Section 209 of
said Article for disposition.
ARTICLE 33
PAST PRACTICE
The Town and the Police Club agree that during the term of
this agreement no existing practice or term or condition of
employment not speci fically covered by the terms of this
a~lreement shall in any manner be impaired or diminished.
Included among the items to which this article relates are
practices and provisions relating to computation of overtime pay,
vacation schedules, holidays, sick leave, bereavement leave, and
the like. The foregoing enumeration is not intended to be
exclusive but is descriptive merely of the type of practices and
terms and conditions of employment to which this article is
intended to relate.
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ARTICLE 34
BPPBCTIVB DATB AND TBRM
The effective date and term of this agreement shall be
from January 1, 1999, and the agreement shall continue in full
force and effect for a period of three (3) years thereafter until
December 31, 2001, unless extended or modified by mutual
agreement of the parties.
Notice of intent to change or amend the provisions of this
agreement shall be served in writing by the party desiring such
change or amendment to the other party at least one hundred
eighty (180) days prior to said expiration date.
If neither party sends a notice of intent to change or
amend this agreement, then this agreement shall be considered to
have been automatically renewed for the term of one (1) year.
The provisions hereinbefore stated shall apply to all male
and female police officers.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands and
seal this 18th day of November 1999.
AMHERST POLICE CLUB, INC. TOWN OF AMHERST
By £1JJ.~-
-preSident
~2r'-
ervisor
/fi(2S;
Personnel Director
J
~4~
Secretary
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SCHEDULE A
POLICE DEPARTMENT PAY SCALE
1999 2000 2001
RANK Annual Bi-Weekly Hourly Annual Bi-Weekly Hourly Annual Bi-Weekly Hourly
POLICE OFFICER $31,897 $1,226.81 $15.277 $33,192 $1,276.62 $16.464 $34,529 $1,328.04 $17.128
40,174 1, 545.15 19.241 41, 738 1,605.31 20.703 43,353 1,667.42 21.504
42,969 1,652.65 20.579 44,624 1,716.31 22.135 46,332 1,782.00 22.982
45,765 1,760.19 21.918 47,510 1,827.31 23-.567 49,312 1,896.62 24.461
DECTECTIVE 50,035 1,924.42 23.963 51,661 1,986.96 25.626 53,340 2,051.54 26.458
DETECTIVE SERGEANT 51,538 1,982.23 24.683 53,213 2,046.65 26.395 54,942 2,113.15 27.253"
POLICE LIEUTENANT 52,733 2,028.19 25.256 54,963 2,113.96 27.264 57,266 2,202.54 28.406
DETECTIVE LIEUTENANT 53,894 2,072.85 25.812 55,646 2,140.23 27.603 57,454 2,209.77 28.499
CAPTAIN 59,462 2,287.00 28.478 61,395 2,361. 35 30.454 63,390 2,438.08 31.444
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APPENDIX A
Patrolman's Schedule
1
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3
4
5
6
7
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9
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365/133=2.74 rotations x 42 RDO'S = 11~.26 RDO's per year
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APPENDIX B
Detective Bureau Schedule
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APPBNDIX C
Shift Lieutenants Schedule
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365/70=5.21 rotations x 22 RDO's per rotation
=
114.51 ROO per year vs 115.08 Patrol
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TOWN OF AMHERST
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PERSONNELCEPT.
RE: CANINE
-
OFFICER
NEW PosmON IN TIlE POLICE DEPARTMENT
A Police Officer, assigned to canine duty, shall be paid the sum of two and one-half(2 11)
hours of pay per week, at straight time rate, for the care, maintenance and feeding of the
canine dog assigned to him. The Town will pay all medical expenses for the dog and will
install a dog-run on the premises of the Canine Officer, and will post reasonable and
necessary warning signs on the premises, concerning the dog.
With respect to the boarding and kennelins of the canine dog, the Town will be
responsible for such kennelins at . kennel selected by the Depanment when the Canine
Officer is on authorized vacation of one w~ or longer, or is out-of-tOWD.
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Reference is made to the negotiations between the Town of
Amherst and the Amherst Police Club, Inc. for amendments to the
contract which expired December 31, 1984.
In connection with these negotiations, it is agreed between
the Town of Amherst and the Amherst Police Club, Inc. that
civilian personnel will be employed to perform the duties and
responsibilities in the operation of communication equipment and
perform clerical work in the dispatch channel of the Town Police.
Hea~,~~a~t.e~s... ~.s..,~:"r.es.ul~:~f. :h~,S'';1~;1.forniedpersonnel .u~i~iza~1on
improvement, effective January 1, 1986, each officer's salaryl~ill
be adjusted by three hundred seventy-five' dollars.
/,
Subject to the approval of the Civil Service Department,
these positions will be classified Police Dispatcher. During
emergency conditions, Police Officers may perform police dispatch/
complaint writer duties. Such assignments will be made based on
senioritY'lwith the least senior available permanent officer being
considered first. However, this will be waived if a more senior
officer requests such assignment.
With respect to this changeover to civilian dispatchers,
meetings between the Chief of Police and/or his designee and a
representative of the Police Club shall be he~d to discuss issues
which may arise during the changeover 'period. These meetings
will be in the nature of advisory only.
This Memorandum of Agreement supersedes any and all pro-
visions of the present contract as amended or as modified by
Memorandums of Agreement to the extent that the provi~ions
herein are in conflict with those said prior provisions.
, 1985
,',AMHERST' 'OLICE CLUB',' INC.
8y 6/lf/rl.,JjU)¥presi;Ln't '. I)
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Reference is made to the ne90tiations between the Town
of Amherst and the Amherst Police Club, Inc. for amendments
to the contract which expired December 31, 1982.
In connection with these ne90tiations, meetin9s between
the Chief of Police and/or his desi~ees, and no more than
three (3) representatives of the Police Club, shall be held
to discuss:
1. Work Schedules.
,
2. Employee Performance Evaluations.
.
.3... Un~form .and. .EqU-.i,pment'.suppt"ied to.employees;.
4. General Health and Safety. .
These meetin9s will be in the nature of advisory only.
It is a9reed, however, that Any matter di.cusaed but not
I
.s9reed upon will not be taken up as a 9rievance or under any
I:ircumstances be processed throu9h the 9rievance or arbitration
J?rocedure.
"a~ad. ~:/~.2..s"
~..\ ~ ~Ll
., .
Personne ector
.,'1983
AMHERST POLICE CLUB, INC.
By f,til{uf.' Id
'1¥~Presid t .
